
September 13th 2013
COWES HARBOUR COMMISSION ADVISORY COMMITTEE
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON FRIDAY 13th SEPTEMBER 2013

CHCAC Representatives present:
Ben Willows (BW) Chair – Cowes sailing schools 
Adrian Wilkins (AW) Vice Chair – Medina Combined Clubs
Bob Milner (BM)- Cowes Clubs and Class Association 
Murray Carter (MC)- Red Funnel 
Maddy Jones  (MJ)- Cowes Business Association & Cowes Town Council
Morris Barton (MB) – East Cowes Town Council 
Stuart Love (SL) – Isle of Wight Council 
Peter Dickson (PD) – Cowes Week Ltd In place of Peter Dixon
Rodney Barton (RB) – Cowes Clubs and Class Association 
Jon Pridham (JP) – Cowes Yacht Haven & Cowes Water Front Trust 
Mike Townsend (MT) – East Cowes Marina 
Ray Redrup (RR) – Medina Combined Clubs
Nick Sice (NS) – Cowes Commercial Operators 
In Attendance:
Captain Stuart McIntosh (SM) - Cowes Harbour Commissioner and Harbour Master
Claudia Suckling	
  (CS) - Cowes Harbour Commissioner

Apologies; John Corby Cowes Town Council 

Minutes; Nadine Daniel

	
 •	
 MEETING OPENS 

	
 •	
 BW requests that everyone introduces themselves with their name and stakeholder group 
being represented

	
 •	
 APPROVAL OF MINUTES

	
 •	
 All approved 

	
 •	
 MATTERS ARISING FROM MINUTES

3.1 AOB – BM, commented that the Yacht clubs are aware of the keel boat racing operating 
procedures and the concerns David Walters raised at the last meeting. 
BW thanked BM for the update but confirmed this wasn’t an issue that CHC should be acting on as 
it sits outside their sphere of operations

3.2 Speed limit –RR raised concern that there were still many incidents of speeding and large 
amounts of wash being created towards the south end of Cowes Harbour in and around the Folly 
Reach area, RR asked how this was being policed by CHC.? 
AW also commented that there he had witnessed significant  wash created on the previous Sunday 
afternoon by a large motor cruiser leaving Island Harbour and proceeding at an excessive speed 
towards Kingston. He suggested that there should be speed limit signs at both ends of the CHC 
moorings in this area.
SM confirms patrol officers have duplicated books of statutory infringement notices and they are 
used to issue warnings, they have a box to tick if it is a serious matter, and the offender will receive 



a letter from SM where prosecution could be issued if a response is not received; SM stated that 
offenders generally respond.   SM also commented that CCTV body cameras will be issued to 
patrol officers.   
SM and CS agreed to look at improving signage in the North and South ends of Folly reach
  
3.3 River water quality
AW – again raised concern over the water quality and control of waste entering the river. 
SM confirmed that CHC were in communications and awaiting a report on this from the Isle of 
Wight partnership estuaries officer.
CS provided a  hand out of the document that CHC published in June to confirm the work that is 
being undertaken on this point 
CS to email BW the document and BW to circulate to the CHCAC 
AW commented on the recent County Press article on the extensive discharge in April from the 
Fairlee pumping station and the, what appears to be very laid back approach that is being taken to 
managing this issue.
SL - IOW council - confirmed they have no direct jurisdiction over the pumping station.  It was 
agreed that the most effective way to take this forward would be for the CHCAC as the committee 
that represent all the river stakeholders ------ to write a letter highlighting the issues and local 
concerns to the IOW MP, Andrew Turner (copied to the Environment Agency, Southern Water, IWC  
and CHC.)note added post meeting.– BW and AW agreed to take this forward

3.4 Cowes Commercial Operators 

BW welcomes Nick Sice as the Cowes Commercial Operators representative. 
BW explained the process that took place in him writing to the Commercial Operators in Cowes 
asking if they would nominate a representative to sit as a member on the CHCAC. Having gone 
through this process the operators agreed that Nick Sice would be their representative. 
All agreed that this was a positive step and that Cowes Commercial Operators now have a presence 
on CHCAC.

	
 •	
 OUTER HARBOUR PROJECT (OHP) 

SM provided an update on the OHP confirms the project is going ahead,  estimated full cost of the 
project is expected to be, circa £9million – 
This consist of £6 to £7 Million for the first phase which is the main break water then an additional 
£2 to 3million for the extension of the Shrape wall and dredging of the Eastern Channel.
So far there is £3 million confirmed funding from the HCA, and £3million from CHC that will be 
used to deliver phase 1  
CHC are also continuing to investigate other sources of income such as a charitable trust that could 
attract charitable donations which may be linked to naming rights and other donations.
SM explained that the HCA have indicated their intention to progress the tender process for the 
marina element of the project in 2014.  It is envisaged that the marina development will contribute 
towards final completion of the overall break water project (Shrape extension and dredging of the 
Eastern Channel).  S.M. reiterated that the HCA are responsible for delivering the marina and shore 
works of the project and that further information will become available on this as time and the 
project progresses.

CHC have shortlisted 5 contractors that are tendering for the break water work. Tenders will be 
returned by the 18TH October 2013. The contract will be awarded on a fixed price, design and build 



basis.  CHC are aiming to award the contract before Christmas and indicated that the work should 
start mid Feb. Indications 8-9 months to build. 
When build commences there will be a restriction zone in place and this will be communicated in a 
Local Notice to Mariners and in Cowes General Directions. 
CHC are in communication with Trinity House regarding the necessary marks and lights for 
indicating the restriction zone.  
There will be some changes to the CHC swinging annual moorings to the south of exclusion zone  
and there could be a slight change to the regatta moorings to the north but CHC still expect to offer 
the same number of moorings overall whilst the build is taking place

SM commented that the major events such as Cowes week and RTI race are noted within the tender 
– Once the contractor has been appointed and the details of the construction are confirmed, CHC 
will hold stake holder meetings with the relevant event organisers to ensure all parties are 
communicated too on the impact of the build and restriction zone so all parties can work together
BM asked about whether the restriction zone could be reshaped to better accommodate racing at the 
north west corner - SM agreed to consider this 
MC asked how CHC intended to deal with any shortfalls in funding?`
SM commented that until the tender process is complete and a contractor is confirmed it is too early 
to speculate however SM felt that, at this stage he believes there would not be any shortfall in 
delivering the first phase of the harbour project 
SM confirmed that the extension to the Shrape wall would potentially be delivered at a later stage 
and therefore may not form part of this first section of building
NS asked whether the marina company would actually need the extension to Shrape wall and SM 
confirmed it would be needed for protection from north and North easterly winds and seas and 
would be a condition of the collaboration agreement between the relevant parties.
AW  asked if consideration could be given to providing a public slipway in East Cowes as part of 
the marina build project – SM commented that this would be difficult to have within the cost and 
current scope – 
CS advises that this could be taken to the IOW Council for consideration
SL - IOW council - explained it would probably be too costly, especially with on-going up keep and 
cost of maintenance. 

	
 •	
 GENERAL DIRECTIONS (paper been circulated prior to meeting) 
This section of the meeting was used as an informal discussion on the proposed general directions 
that CHC were considering. 
SM highlights the ones that CHC feel require further feedback and discussion from stakeholders
BW felt the proposal over paddle boarding needed further thought and discussion – BW suggested 
that a meeting with CHC with the organisations this GD would impact upon would be a good way 
to take this forward 
A conversation took place on the proposal for vessels that have engines not being allowed to sail in 
the river following on from the incident where a sailing yacht collided with the Red Jet earlier in the 
year. It was felt that this was a complex matter and it could be met with a lot of opposition therefore 
it was agreed that a small working group should be formed to further investigate and consider fully 
the proposal. BW committed to pulling a working group together from the CHCAC to work with 
CHC on this.  
Chain Ferry 
SM provided a short update on the implementation of the new GD for the chain ferry– progressing 
very well for 1st Jan 2014 start. Improved training and safety systems are being included in the 
changes to the operation of the chain ferry that will include a medical for all operators ,High 
visibility lighting and a dead man control for the operator



AW – raised concerns that at low water the small ships channel almost dries and if users are not 
permitted to go through the moorings then sailing craft will have to go a long way round the 
proposed exclusion zone to exit the harbour to the East. SM committed to consider this issue and 
implications on the proposed GD’s.

	
 •	
 Marketing of Cowes Initiative 
SM provided the back ground that CHC and Cowes Yacht Haven Cowes Waterfront Trust presented 
at a meeting last December where CHC and Cowes Yacht Haven offered to provide reduced cost 
moorings (one week /per operator) to attract new events and championships to Cowes The clubs 
and all parties had all agreed it was a great idea but little progress has been made. 
A further meeting 2 weeks ago was convened and again there was a consensus that this project 
should be taken forward and a smaller working group of CHC, RF, CWL, CYH and UKSA would 
take this initiative on and develop the ideas further. 
Work is in hand to form a proposal paper in collaboration with the IOW DMO (Destination 
Management Organisation) that can be circulated and used for attracting investment for this project 
to move forward. Reservations were raised by PD due to the high cost of running events in Cowes 
and that this initiative had the potential to take competitors away from the major events such as 
Cowes week and RTIR 
SM – Confirms this is why PD has been invited to be part of the steering group and acknowledged 
that Cowes Week was the “king plank” for eventing in Cowes but Cowes needs to play to its 
strengths and providing this project is managed effectively it should not have a detrimental impact 
on the existing events but lever them to attract more sailors, competitors and events to Cowes.

	
 •	
 Asphalt plant – MB and SL provided a short update. They felt an agreement was close to 
being reached that would potentially see the proposed Cowes Asphalt plant be re-sited at the 
Black Water location 

SL commented that for this to be officially resolved the formal planning process may take up 
to 4 months

	
 •	
 Wightgates Pontoon 
BW asked the CHCAC members to consider if they would formally ask CHC to open talks 
with the IOW council regarding CHC taking responsibility for the safe operation of 
Wightgates pontoon. BW felt that the current condition and operation of Wightgates is unsafe 
and ideally should sit under CHC’s operational responsibility
SL and SM agreed to take this conversation forward. 
S.M. commented that it was highly unlikely that the Whitegates pontoon would ever be 
financially viable on a stand-alone basis and therefore if the Commissioners did agree to take 
on the responsibility it would be considered as a stakeholder benefit.
BW agreed to write to SL indicating the current issues regarding the use and safety aspects of 
the pontoon to the IOW council  

 
AOB 
SM updated that CHC have invited tenders for the repairs to Kingston Wharf – repair costs are 
estimated at £600k and will take 4 months, potentially starting March next year. CHC are in talks 
with the tenants regarding the payment for this work. 
Trinity landing – CHC are in discussions with the contractors as there are on-going issues with the 
design and maintenance of the pontoon hinge/joints. 
AW – asked whether consideration could be given to a dinghy pontoon at Kingston – for berth 
holders of the CHC river moorings. – SM agreed to have a look at this 



CS asks all to let their teams know that CHC offer free pumping out facilities at Shepards Wharf 

Next meeting 6th December at 14.30 – CHC offices 



BW


